This is great....I'm reminded of Dylan meets Tim Buckley...on a very good day. Ron in Virginia
OMG Your voice is so good that it gives me goose bumps! So amazing!
Your song Juliet's on Fire means more to me that anyone will EVER know, the lyrics are perfect, and my
god you can sing!!!!!!!! Rodney in UK
Your voice and music, oh so, refreshing and soulful, accentuating beauty even more-so thru your voice.
im hooked. Krista in Canada
you have an awesome voice...cant wait to see you in concert, you are simply amazing!!! Shock in
Australia
Jim, ur talent never stops amazing me! Your musik is an everyday inspiration to us all!
And we love u for it!!! Lowell in the UK
I just wanna let u know that Juliet's on Fire is my 16 year old son's FAVORITE song! He knows every
word… Richie in Canada
Woho!!! You know about Barcelona, I want to hear this great song again and again!
THAT'S AWESOME! AND... i love that song Alvin in New Zealand
By far my favorite who's this stranger. Should be a single! I can see it in whatever charts out there!
Annette in Australia
I'm fond of this song Who's this Stranger!! Thank you for sharing your craft. Eric in South Carolina
Wow! WHO'S THIS STRANGER - after first listening - mesmerizing !
Can't stop listening to it. Randolph in Louisville KY
wow i'm so happy I found your music on n1m recently. this tune Barcelona is so awesome, so i can play
it over
and over in my playlist. it's soooo rare to find good and interesting music nowdayzzz – Mui in New
Zealand
Nice work Jim. Listen to you every day of my life. That is the truth. Thank you for what you do.
Sometimes it is your music that gets me thru the day.... Dennis in Montana
Jim, you are inspiring. Pure talent. - Jill in Connecticut
Awesome talent!!! the standout track for me is somebody else's problem, the best of your songs. - Eliza
in Rome, Italy
Juliet's on Fire ... Love this tune, it's pure magic!! - ROSHEL in Texas
Hi Jim, I have no words to describe the magic of your music :) – Alexis in California
Hey Jim, I'm so excited!!!!! Love the tunes on n1m and have added to my favs, can't wait to hear the rest.
- Bert in England
hey!!! I have added your Juliet's on Fire to my favs at n1m...amazing song..you have a good voice!!! I'll
keep my eye on your updates.
thank you! – Rich in Nebraska

You’ve got a unique sound on the mixes, and that’s worth 1000x more than them being technically
correct. Right now,
there’s a “low fi” quality to them that adds to the magic… Chris at Chris Graham Mastering

